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deduction, for I assume that, if the Government bring in a IJill
for the repeal of the Tax, the arrears will be remitted.	;^
/ cm,
Tottrs tndj,
ernest F. CL lane, Esq.
offices of the interior
cape town
From a photostat of the typewritten office copy: S.N. 5957
310. LETTER TO MAMLAL GANDHI
[PHCENIXj
natal,
Sunday, Chaitra Vad % April 12, 191 f\l
CHL MANILAL,
. . ,2 Whatever Mr. Kallenbach's hour for going to bed,
you must follow one rule alone. And the same about eating. Here
is the meaning of die sentences which you could not understand:
"All acts done in a purely legalistic spirit (in accordance with
the literal meaning) are, indeed, cursed. Even so, it is stated
that those who do not keep doing the things as indicated byx[the
letter of] the law are all cursed/*3 The point is that mere bookish
souls can never attain mokska. The Giia has a verse to the same
effect, which you may ponder over. "The Vedas keep on the plane
of the three gunas; be thou, Arjuna, beyond those gwas"—This
is what Shri Krishna said to Arjuna. This does not mean that
one need not do the duties prescribed in the skastras. It means
rather that doing them is not quite enough, that one must under-
stand their hidden significance,, their aim, and go beyond the
actions themselves. The man who renounces the prescribed duties
and professes himself a barren Brahma&uKtf will have no footing
anywhere* He will have lost the support provided by the shastras
while the foundation of inward illumination has not yet been
built, so that he is bound to fall. St. Paul therefore told the
Galatians: "Do perform the acts enjoined by the scriptures; but
you will remain under a curse, if you have no faith in the
teachings of the Lord Jesus and do not follow his teachings," The
1	The date was supplied by Raojibhai Patcl,
2	Some words appear to have been omitted here.
3	Probably the reference is to Gofo&u, III, 10*
4	One who expounds tfec nature

